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Republicans have rallied behind efforts to stamp critical race theory out of schools. So what is it, and why the controversy?
What is critical race theory, and why do Republicans oppose teaching it in schools?
This story was originally published March 10 by THE CITY, produced in collaboration with The Markup, a nonprofit newsroom investigating technology’s effects on society. Each school day, the students ...
How Algorithms Are Cementing School Segregation In America’s Largest District
There is a simple question that the Ontario government won't answer about its decision to keep schools closed while opening patios and non-essential retail stores: Whose idea was it? Normally, the ...
Who decided Ontario schools should stay closed? Government won't say, but doctors call on Ford to reconsider
New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio promised a return to normal next fall for the nation's largest public school system, announcing Monday that classrooms will open for in-person instruction in ...
NYC mayor: Public schools will be all in person this fall
May, this Editorial Board endorsed Kathryn Garcia in the Democratic primary for mayor. Since then she’s made a habit of stating sensible positions with a refreshing bluntness, further cementing our ...
Editorial: Again and again, Kathryn Garcia demonstrates why she’s the best candidate for NYC mayor
The 16-year-old from Hopkinton, Mass., was found in a wooded area on April 18. Should investigative transparency require public pressure?
Public pressure is influencing Mikayla Miller's death investigation. Should it have to?
One of the top universities in China is under fire for using women to lure applicants in a sexually suggestive online advertisement, with critics saying the college is objectifying women. Nanjing ...
Top Chinese university under fire for using sex to sell school
Thousands of private emails from US infectious disease chief Dr Anthony Fauci have revealed the concern and confusion at the start of the pandemic. So what did we learn from them? A National ...
Why are people talking about Dr Anthony Fauci's emails?
Quebec's Indigenous Affairs Minister says the province is open to searching the grounds of former residential schools for graves if survivors and their families are in favour. Ian Lafrenière says his ...
Quebec open to searching residential school sites for possible graves
I recently wrote a news story about the Cheyenne Mountain High School robotics team, Thunderbots, earning top honors in the 2021 FIRST LEGO League Challenge Qualifying Tournament.
Junior high school robotics team our technological future | Life Happens
Beijing [China], May 14 (ANI): The mysterious death of a 17-year-old student at Chengdu No 49 Middle School on Sunday in ... and struggling with inadequate answers or accountability for how their ...
Mysterious death of 17-year-old student in China's Sichuan province sparks public outcry
It is a legitimate way to punch back at someone — typically a public figure — who is powerful ... her receiving enthusiastic support from the school’s faculty and dean.
Column: A question we should ask ourselves before we back any effort to “cancel” someone
Get the answers with SCMP Knowledge ... chairman of Legco’s public works subcommittee, the government said it would withdraw the school’s funding request because it did not think it would be able to ...
Hong Kong protests: HK$470 million funding bid for school at centre of political row to proceed ‘as soon as possible’
Federal judges are asking more questions prior to granting preliminary approval of class action settlements, partly due to 2018 rules changes, but also as lawyers have become more creative in how they ...
Federal Judges Are Asking More—and Earlier—Questions About Class Action Settlements
BOSTON (AP) — The founder of a private equity firm who paid $40,000 to have someone secretly correct his daughter's ACT exam answers ... school attended by Loughlin and Giannulli's daughters. The case ...
2 months in prison for dad who paid $40K in ACT cheat scheme
Among the tools used by the analysts is Clearview AI, a facial recognition software that scrapes images off public websites, a practice that has raised the ire of privacy advocates. The U.S ...
Facial recognition, fake identities and digital surveillance tools: Inside the post office's covert internet operations program
“The agreement was to have answers on each of the requests by (Tuesday ... after he signed a bill that prohibits the teaching of certain race concepts in public school, and U.S. Sen. James Lankford ...
Organizers: Dispute over survivors scrapped Tulsa event
Email him at jon_wertheim@yahoo.com or tweet him @jon ... the double-bagel to an injury? But the answers varied, even among former pros. One school of thought: more money, more points.
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